Debris buildup on the motor mount column and the mounting tube was reported, restricting adjustment of the mixing motor and paddle (shown at left).

To prevent this, modifications to the HIPPO frame and motor have been made. Updated models were released in September, 2020. To assist in obtaining the correct replacement parts for your HIPPO, please see below. All other replacement parts remain the same.

What HIPPO Frame/Mount Do I Have?

**HIPPO Models produced UNTIL September 2020** have a straight bracing strap.

- **PH603 Motor Mount** (without shroud, shown at right)
- **PH120 Frame Module** (framework only)

**HIPPO Models produced AFTER September 2020** have an angled bracing strap.

- **PH606 Motor Mount** (larger OD with shroud, shown at right)
- **PH125 Frame Module** (framework only)